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SUMMARY

ooeff'ioient
the crItica

An expression is indicated
for
of two-dimensxonal
aerofoll
Mach number.

the estimation
of the drag
sections at subsonlc speeds up to

Calculations
for the 1% thxk R.A.E.103 section indicate
a rise
of about 1% in the value of the profile
drag coefficient
between low speeds
and the critical
Maoh number, for the same Reynolds number and transition
The predicted
drag variation
is in good agreement with
position.
measurement.
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Introduction

The classwal
assumption that the drag coefficient
of an aerofoil
section at a constant incidence
IS xnsensltive
to compressiblllty
effects
Such
below the critical
Mach number has recently
been called in question.
doubt has in turn led to the suspxzon that increases =n profile
drag
coefficient
wLth increasmg
Mach number might have contributed
to the
xxx-eases of drag coefficient
exhIbited
by a number of particular
aircraft.
The object of the present study is to check whether, and to what extent,
sub-critical
drag variations
can be predxted
by modern boundary-layer
theory for the simple case of a two-dimensional
aerofoil.
The drag of a two-dimensional
section can be expressed as the
of the skm-friction
drag, and of the form drag whhlch is generated by
the modifuation
of the pressure distribution
brought about by the
boundary-layer
displacement
effect.
The effect
of compressibility
on the
structure
of the boundary layer can be shown to be associated
~TI general
sum

with/

-3wxth a reductwn
of the skz~n friction
drag coefflcxnt
(see, e.g., Ref.1).
On the other hand the pressure coefficxnts
tend to be numerically
increased
by uxrease
of Mach number, and. the loss of pressure recovery accentuatea,
Moreover,
at a
u&icating
a progressively
larger form drag coefficient.
given Reynolds fiumber, the increase of Mach number itself
and the effect
of
the more pronounced adverse pressure gradients
could be expected LII navy
cases to lead to am increase in the boundary-layer
tisplecement
thickness
and a further
increase ic form drag.
Thus the total drag coefficient
IS
determuwxi by a balance between components which have a Mach-number
dependence of opposite sign.
In the case of a particular
section,
therefore,
there 1s no clear in&catlon
from these considerations
as to whether the
drag coeffxient
is likely
to increase
or decrease with increase of Mach
number, and if rt does rewun constant thus cannot be regarded as anythug
but fortuitous.
In deriving
the varutlon
of profile
drag coeffxient
for a
constant lrft
coefficient
as dxtmct
from constant incidence,
the position
IS complxated
further
by the effect of Mach number on lift-curve
slope.
Thus, for a given lzft coefficient,
the mculence would be reduced with
u~creaslng Mach number with a consequent effect
on the pressure
distribution
and in turn on both factors
that influence
the balance on
profile
drag.
In the light
of thus situation,
it would seem highly desu-able
to
drive a method of calculatug
profzle
drag for compressAble sub-crlt~csl
flow that can be applied readily
to specltic
section. shapes or pressure
distributions
at speclflc
condxtlons
of Reynolds number, transition
position,
Obviously
etc., as a supplement to existing
methods for lncompresslble
flow.
the two-dimensional
profile
drag 1s only the frrst
step to the drag estimates
needed for accurate perf0rman0e
calculations
on modern swept-nmg
aircraft
(more complete methods are urgently
required,
for example, for estimating
the effect
of sweep itself
on profile
drag) but It 1s a very important
one.
Moreover,
the method to be selected should also form the basu for a
systematic investigation
of the influence
of such factors
as section shape
and pressure distribution
on the vazmatlon of profile
drag below the
critical
Mach number.
For low-speed flow standard methods exzst for the estimatxon
of
the drag of two-dimensional
sectzons, one of the most su~~ple to apply being
that presented m Ref.2.
The method is based on that proposed originally
by
Squre and Young3 in which an appeal was made to the fundamental
result that
in subsonic flow the momentum thxkness
of the wake tends to a constant value
far downstream, this value being proportxxal
to the total drag of the
sect3.on.
The asymptotic wake momentum thickness was then related to
conditions
at the trailing
edge by an approximate
rntegration
along the wake
of the momentum-Integral
equation.
Thus the drag coefficient
could be
expressed uterms
of the product of the boundary-layer
momentum thxkness
at the trailmg
edge and a power of the local veloc~.ty at the edge of the
boundary layer.
In the formulation
of Ref.2 it emerges that thu product is
of the appropriate
form to be given directly
by an available
method for the
computation
of the boundary-layer
development.
Tins 1s fortunate
since the
estimated drag 1s then relatively
msens~tz~ve to the precise values of either
the velocity
or the Iuomentum thx!u~ess at the trailing
edge,
Thus the
potentul-flow
pressure dutribution
can be used without lnour?zxng any great
embarrassment on account of the rear stagnation
pout.
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The final
expression
given
coefficient
is of a convenient
form
the posltion
of the transition
pomt
explicitly.
In the present note an
the equivalent
form for compressible
quadratures
of flow parameters round
form whxh would lend itself
readily

in Ref.2 for the estimatmn
of the drag
for the investigation
of scale effect
and
on each surface,
the latter
appearing
expressmn
is derived whxh represents
flow'.
The expression mvolves
simple
the sectmn and moti~cl appear to be in a
to computer techniques.

In deriving
the expressmn for the drag m subsonic compressible
flow use will be made of the Stewartson-Illingworth
transfcrmaOion11~12.
This
transformation
is rigorous
for lammar flow under condzLt.ions of unit Prandtl
number, viscosity
proportional
to temperature
and zerc heat transfer.
For
turbulent
flow, however, It 1s not rlgcrcus hut depends on an assum tion
about the effect
of CompresslbiLty
on the turbulent
shear stresses J;4. For
the turb
ent boundary layer an alternatme
transformation
has been derived
by Spence97 on the bans of the "intermediate
enthalpy"
method.
At the
higher Mach numbers the latter
transfornatmn
appears to g~.ve better results
than the Stewartson-Illingwcrth
transformation,
but at subsonic speeds the
differences
are likely
to be negligible.
Thus there seems little
to be
gamed by the use of the tramformatwn
due to Spence, particularly
as it
could not be applied to the wake and the methods of treating
the boundary
layer and wake would then lack consxtency.
For these reasons the use of
the Stewartson-Illlngmrth
transformatmn
throughout
IS felt to be Justified.
2.

Analysis

It is a fundamental
result
that in subsonx flow the total drag
the section appears as a momentum loss m the wake at timity
downstream
ThlS 1s expressed ana1yt1cany
as
( see, e.g., Wmds5).

of

c the aerofml
chord and 0, the
where CD is the drag coeffxlent,
asymptotic momentum thiclmess of the wake. If a second relatxm
can now be
cm the section,
the formal
derwed between
8, and known conditions
a solution
for
CD.
e1mination
of e, will represent
The result obtained by the approximate mtegration
of the
momentum-integral
equatmn along the wake m -Lncompress~ble flow mll
quoted here without proof.
(For the derivation
see, e.g., Thwaltes*.)
It is found that

be

. . . (2)

where/
T------------------------------------------------------------I----------The method of Squire and Young was itself
extended to compressxble flow by
Young and Winterbottom
but aside from being easier to apply the present
method is based on mere modern boundary-layer
techniques.
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where

BT and eT, are the momentum thicknesses
of each boundary layer
1
at SeparatiOn,
and uT 1s the velocity
at the edge of the layer, see Fig.1.
Equation (2) 1s vald
so long as the trailing
edge is sharp and premature
separation
does not take place.
In compressible
flow the equivalent
relation
1s given by (see Appen&x)

. . . (3)

Alternatively

equation

(3) may be written

as
_5
4

em =
the summation referring

3
‘Lo >

eT

1:
L’

to the upper

and lower

surfaces

. . . (4)
’

of the aerofod.

An appeal is now made to boundary-layer
theory for the
determln tlon of 0~. For the lamlnar boundary layer upstream of transztion
Thwates 2 grves an expressIon
for
6 m ucompresslble
flew of the form
x
=

ea ue

0.45Y

u5h,

i0
and for the turbulent
Spence7

boundary
6
7

8, “?

8 u

layer
ai
Y

= et Ut

III incompressible
?.

+

0.0106

flow

we have from

x

Y5

u4dx

)

. . .

(6)

i
xt

where the subscript
t indicates
Hence, If
et 1s determIned fron
trailing
edge,
eT,
is given by

!s z!

e; t(

=

c

O-45

conditions
at the transition
equation (5), the value of

0

point.
at the

33

v Ut

Applying again the Sterrartson-Illineworth
trarnsfonnat~on
(we
obtun the corresponding
expression
m conpresslble
flcnv:-

u4d.x .

. . . (7)

Append&),
6
s
BT /

we

. . . (8)

+om%($j($L (sj (;)=d(;) . ...

(9)

c
Substituting

now for

Alternatively
equatmn
on the sectmn:-

BT

(IO)

m terms of

CD (equatmns

may be written

(I),

(4))

III terms of the local

we have

Mach number

. . . (II)

J./
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3.

Example

Equation (11) has been used to estrmate the variation
of drag
coefficient
lvlth Mach number for an RAF 103 section of 1% thickness-chord
pressure distributions
were
ratio,
at zero incidence.
The potential-flow
derived by the method of Web& extended to compressx.ble flow as mdicated
m Xef .lO.
Calculations
have been made of the drag coefficzent
over the
Mach number range 0 < M, < 0.75 assuming that the transltlon
point lies
(a) at the lea&ng edge, and (b) at 1% chord on each surface.
At a constant Reynolds number (Fig.2)
the drag coefficxnt
w,r~~s
at low subsonx speeds - increasIng
by about 2% from M, = 0 to
M, = 0.6.
At h~.gher subsonx speeds, however, the drag coefficient
increases
more rapidly
reachmg,
at a Mach number of 0.75,
a value some 1% above Its
level at low speeds.

little

The drag of the 1%thxk
RAE 103 section has been determrned
experimentally
I* tests m the N.P.L. 20 in. x 8 m. wind tunnel by the
make-traverse
method*.
The stsgxation
pressure of the tunnel 1s held
constant givxng an mcrease of Reynolds number with Mach number (Fig.3).
Transition
was fIxed on the model by a roughness band (320 grade carborundum)
16
extentig
from the leading edge to 8% chord.
Usmg the shadowgraph tectique
the transztion
point was found to lie just downstream of the end of the
roughness bcL?d. The measured drag cocffwxnts
are shown in F1g.3 1x1
compnrison WYLM the values p-dxted
from equation (II)
with the appropriate
Reynolds number varLat.lon.
It lb seen that the drag level and the varlatlon
Of
CD wxth Mach number are ID agreement with the theory to mlthxn about 2s'
Of the ?nlue
of CD (assumxng transition
at 1% chord).
The cn_tical
Mach
number of the section 1s just under 0.75 but the tests lndxated
that the
onset of shock-wave drag does not occur below a Mach number of about O-78.
Also shown XI Fq.3
xi the vnrlation
of CD expected lr. view of
These
values
have been computed using
the Reynolds number variation
alo%.
flow,
the expression for
CD given xn Ref.2, :Jhxh 1s valid for mcompressxble
and the compressible-flw
pressure dlstrlbution.
The dxfference
between these
values and those Inchcated by equation
(11)
1s thus a measure of the effect
of
compresslbilxty.
An zmportant feature
of the present method 1s the lmplxatron
that the potential-flow
pressure dxtrlbutlon
can be used m the estimation
of the vx.scous drag.
A check on this point has been made by computing the
value of CD from equation (11) usmg the measured pressure distributions.
Flg.4 Illustrates
the results
of tbLs exercise.
The values obtamed xi this
way are seen to be in agreement vvlth the m:xsured values of CD to wLthln
a fraction
of a percent+,
and xndeed wlthin
the accuracy to which the drags
can be measured.
The 2% by whxh the x:lues of CD were underestimated
by
the predxtions
made on the basx of the in.w.scid pressure dxstrbutions
is
thus an xndxntlon
of the error Involved
x_n lgnormg
the px-ecxe detaxls of
the pressure distributzon
as it 1s affected
by the growth of the boundary
*

The tests were carried
out m the tunnel fItted
configuration
beulg appropriate
to neglrgible

with slotted walls
the slot
45.
tunnel interference

+Thls order of accuracy IS probably fortuitous.
In new
assumptions made m the method, one rcould not norm&l.y
better than about 2%.

of the nature of the
expect an accuracy of
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On this evidence it would seem, therefore,
that the use of a higher
layer.
approxunation
to the pressure dxtribution
can lead to a measurable
caloulatlons
based
improvement in the predxted
values of CD. Nevertheless
on the potential-flow
pressure distribution
yield drag estimates which would
be sufficiently
reliable
for most purposes.
4.

Concluding

Remarks

A simple expression is indxatedfor
the estlmatlon
of the profile
drag of a two-dimensional
aerofoil
section at subsonic speeds.
The expression
has been derived from that givenbyThwai.tes
for incompressible
flow by the
application
of the Stewartson-Illingworth
transformation.
The method is valid
for any sharp-trailzng-edge
section so long as (a) significant
boundary-layer
separation
does not occur ahead of the trailing
edge, and (b) the flow is
shock-free.
The method is illustrated
of I$ thickness-chord
ratio.
For
Reynolds number the drag coeffioient
speeds but exhibits
a fairly
rapid
0.75 (which is approximately
equal
value of CD IS some 1% above its

by some calculations
for an RAE 103 section
this aerofoll
it is seen that at a constant
remains nearly constant at low subsonic
increase between Mach numbers of O-6 and
to the critical
Mach number), when the
level
at low speeds.

Some calculations
are also presented for the same section assuming
a Reynolds-number
variation
with Mach number appropriate
to constant
stagnation
pressure.
The indicated
variation
of CD with Maoh number is
seen to be in good agreement with wind-tunnel
measurements.
That a substantial
increase of profile-drag
coefficient
with Mach
number, below the crltioal
Mach number, has been predicted
and accurately
reproduced in experiments
on a two-dimensxonal
aerofoil
under conditions
where movements of the transition
point were effectively
suppressed is highly
sigoif2.cant.
In view of the importance
of this result and the simplicxty
of
the method of drag estimation,
It would seem that the method couldbe
of
immediate value in performance
estimates.
Moreover, further
research 1s clearly
justified
to study the effects
of section shape, pressure distributron,
etc.,
and also to calculate
skin-friction
drag explxxtly
J.II order to elucidate
more
precuely
the reasons for the Mach number effect.
5.
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